Something to consider:

* We recognize that there comes a time when people want to check out Christian community and grow with others.

* We recognize that mutual respect and a basic level of compatibility are necessary between Merge Group members.

* We recognize we cannot guarantee that we will have a group which suits you. However, we are committed to doing our best to help you connect with others with whom you might grow.

* Merge Group Ministries are really “people ministries”, led by people like you, for others like you.

Core Team:

Dave Bale
Julie Climenhaga
Rita Makubuya
Steve Benner
Craig Danielson

Please contact the Calvary Church front office. (905-935-3683) or send to mergingcalvary@gmail.com

Please check out the Calvary MERGE GROUP Map in the lobby. There you will find all the groups that are meeting around the Niagara Region. There might be one close to you.
Vision: To Connect people with God and to each other

Mission: To be a group of Christ Followers who are being discipled and committed to living life together.

Team Objectives

* To be an intentional grass roots movement to bring people together.
* To be a connection point for Guests and frequent attenders.
* To be a catalyst for helping people be placed in a Merge Group.
* To use Lamppost sessions as comfortable introduction to group life.
* To see Merge Groups as the DESTINATION for all who attend Calvary.

WHO WILL BE IN MY GROUP?

Each Merge Group is different. A group can be made up of men and women, singles, couples, families, empty-nesters, mixed.

WHERE DO GROUPS MEET?

Merge groups can meet on or off the Calvary Campus. We encourage groups to meet in people's homes so that neighbours are invited.

WHEN DO GROUPS MEET?

Merge Groups meet throughout the week and during the weekend. They can meet weekly, bi-weekly or monthly.

HOW DO I GET CONNECTED?

* Go visit an existing Merge group
* Contact a core team member
* Complete a card

Lamppost Sessions (WNL)

Lamppost sessions only meet during Wednesday Night Live. These groups are different than MERGE GROUPS. The Lamppost groups that meet are sessions that help equip people to discover the truth about Christ in a safe and comfortable environment. Life changing conversations happen around tables with different topics that are presented. Please check out our website for these Lamppost sessions.

www.calvarychurchonline.ca
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